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Adapt to win: achieving
long-term profitability
in Middle East malls
Strategic use of store traffic data has the power to set malls
in the Middle East on a path to long-term prosperity and
sustainability.
While the challenges of this unique market should not be underestimated, it is possible in
today’s changing retail landscape for property owners, developers and landlords to make
their assets yield additional successes. In doing so, they’re better able to support retail
tenants, and serve a pivotal cultural need in this region, for the long-term.
This report explains how you may benefit from smart use of mall and store traffic data, and
other data sets, to improve leasing models and optimise for profitability.
Inside you will read how:
•	People counting systems can accurately report traffic data to help property owners
meet the needs of local shoppers, while balancing profitability with competitive rates.
•	Mall developments, upgrades, extensions and reconfigurations can be based on data
scientific findings, and data-driven decisions.
•	Traffic projections give landlords solid ground on which to build fair and sustainable
leasing models.
•	Traffic data can help mall owners and retailers adapt their offer when shopper
demographics change suddenly, as is the case in the Middle East.

It is possible in
today’s changing
retail landscape
for property
owners, developers
and landlords to
make their assets
yield additional
successes.
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Middle East malls in focus
Across the Middle East, shopping malls fulfil an important
cultural and social need.
When temperatures soar to 40°C (104°F) as is common in the Gulf countries, people tend to
flock to the air-conditioned shopping malls and state-of-the-art ‘lifestyle centres’. Families
come to stroll, shop, dine out, watch movies, play arcade games – even ski. Thanks to
growing consumer demand, incredible architectural engineering, and a willingness to invest
on a grand scale, this is where shopping malls are palatial, and a winter wonderland can rise
out of the desert – as is famously the case at the Mall of the Emirates.
The GCC (see box) is focusing on the creation of new concept malls with $4 billion invested
in Dubai, $3.7 billion in Saudi Arabia, and $166 million in Oman in 2017 alone, according to
Malls Middle East. With rising competition, developers and mall owners are compelled to
keep pushing the boundaries in designing malls that drive visitor attraction.
The Middle East Council of Shopping Centres works with Gulf retail industry representatives
to promote the vast range of shopping options here. Its comprehensive directory Souks to
Malls – Retail Entertainment in the Gulf features thousands of “amazing retail entertainment
destinations in the Gulf”, illustrating the impressive breadth of the market.
Not surprisingly, the race is on to differentiate. Deputy CEO of ABC Group, Frank-Matthias
Kuntermann, recently told the Gulf Marketing Review: “In the Middle East and the GCC region
especially, where mall density is high, malls need to differentiate themselves. Qatar, for
instance, is going ahead with 11 new malls while the local Qatari population is just around
300,000. This makes it imperative for malls to focus on three core factors – location, the
brand and the positioning – to attract and retain footfall.”

Masters of mall entertainment
Malls in the Middle East are certainly leading the way with entertainment retailing, and are
constantly raising the standard of the mall experience which directly impacts traffic numbers,
says Vincent Debre, Customer Success Manager, ShopperTrak Middle East. “The exciting
thing about this region is that there are so many opportunities for growth. But there are also
major risks to shopper footfall, as visitor numbers from other parts of the world, such as
Russia or the US, can slump overnight due to economic incidents and currency fluctuations.
It’s unique because the market is so varied and volatile.”
Tapping into this lucrative part of the world involves an in-depth understanding of consumer
behaviour, in-store and beyond, and an ability to adapt when changes to shopper profiles,
and consumer habits occur. So how can traffic data help?

“Retail in the Middle East is poised for
greatness. However, mall owners and
retailers do need to focus more tightly
on best practice, driving profitability in
stores, and being reactive. By getting
the basics right, measuring traffic,
and learning what drives traffic and
conversions, malls and retailers have
every opportunity to flourish.”
Vincent Debre, Customer Success Manager,
ShopperTrak Middle East

“There is a powerful and very
distinctive shopping culture in the
Middle East, especially in the UAE
and Saudi Arabia. Dubai, for example,
has a long-term strategy to become
the world-leading hospitality and
leisure destination, and as part of that
has positioned itself as one of the
shopping capitals of the world.”
PwC Report: They say they want a revolution:
Total Retail – Middle East 2016
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Which are the GCC
countries?
The Cooperation Council for the Arab States of the Gulf, originally
known as the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), is a regional
intergovernmental political and economic union, consisting of:

The United Arab Emirates
Its 6 million people enjoy a per capita GDP of $68,00. That’s thanks to a
diversifying economy that includes Dubai and the world’s tallest building, the
Burj Dubai Khalifa. Dubai is the second-largest of the seven city-states in the
UAE. Abu Dhabi is the largest.

The Kingdom of Bahrain
Its 1.4 million people enjoy a GDP per capita of $51,800. Its economy grew
2.5% in 2017.

Kuwait
Its 2.9 million residents enjoy the 11th highest standard of living in the world.
Its GDP per capita is $69,700.

The Sultanate of Oman
It is shifting to tourism to improve the lifestyle of its 3.4 million residents.

Qatar
The second richest country in the world, with a GDP per capita of $124,900
for each of its 2.3 million residents (of which 313,000 are Qatari citizens). A
diplomatic and trade embargo is currently in place.

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
The largest of the GCC countries with 28.5 million people. It has 16% of the
world’s proven oil reserves. Its GDP per capita is $55,300.
Source: The Balance

How traffic data drives
mall profitability
1.	Shopping centre management and tenants can be fully prepared for known
calendar peaks, and able to focus on boosting conversions on key dates.

2.	Tenants can be briefed on when to expect weekly or daily power hours, or
traffic surges driven by collaborative mall events.

3.	Malls can be designed to maximize traffic hotspots and traffic flow,
ensuring the layout and tenant mix are as profitable as possible.

4.

Marketing initiatives can be fine-tuned in line with measured traffic trends
over time.

5.	Landlords can make the case for leasing charges based on traffic data, and
can prove to tenants that improvements to the mall are delivering results in
the form of higher traffic.

6.	Retailers can make decisions based on traffic and demographic data
provided by the mall owner.

7.	Decisions regarding upgrades, extensions and additions — for example a new
food court — can be made based on data analytics, and lease charges
adapted accordingly.

8.	Retailers are more likely to commit to longer leases if property owners can
demonstrate the current and projected traffic numbers.
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Characteristics of the
Middle East mall market
Middle Eastern consumers absolutely love to shop. The size of
the GCC retail sector is on track to grow by 25%, from $250.5
billion (AED919.33bn) in 2016, to $313.2bn (AED1.15 trillion)
by 2021, driven by economic and population growth, and an
increase in tourist arrivals, according to recent research.
Alpen Capital, in its GCC retail industry 2017 report, said after witnessing a decline in 2016, retail
sales are likely to grow at a slower pace in 2018 due to the prevailing economic environment
such as lower oil prices and government-initiated austerity measures.
“Nevertheless, the sector is expected to recover in 2018 and grow steadily through 2021 driven
by the anticipated rise in population, international tourist arrivals and per capita income,” it said.
However, this is far from a risk-free market for mall owners and retailers.

8

Social change has a direct impact on mall traffic
Oil price declines are affecting levels of personal wealth across the region, there
is a risky over-reliance on tourism, and the cost of rent means retailers must work
hard to stay profitable, and retain customer loyalty. Political and social change in
the region can be disruptive, as well as beneficial to business health. Traffic into
malls is currently being affected by the following socio-political situations:

Saudi Arabia – new social freedoms
In Saudi Arabia, deputy crown prince Mohammed Bin Salman is leading a bold
plan to break the kingdom’s reliance on oil, which requires a transformation of the
economy and Saudi society. More social freedom means cinemas are now open and
the ban on women driving has been lifted. The long-term impact of this progression
could be that the need to travel to neighbouring countries to visit malls for leisure
may not be so pressing, and this could negatively impact footfall to the malls of
Bahrain and Dubai, which have both long-benefited from Saudi spending power.

Nationalisation programmes
Retail employers across the GCC countries are facing a challenge of recruiting and
retaining their Nationals, as part of government-led initiatives to upskill and employ
native-born people, ahead of expatriate workers. For instance, in April 2017 Saudi
Arabia’s labour minister issued an order to restrict employment in shopping centres
to Saudi nationals, who currently make up only one-fifth staff in the retail sector.
The pressure is therefore on for many organisations to seek new and advanced
ways to attract, motivate, retain and engage their key Nationals whether it
be Emiratisation, Saudisation, Qatarisation, Omanisation, Bahrainisation or
Kuwaitisation. Retailers and mall owners have a big task ahead to ensure employees
are in place who are trained and ready to serve the needs of a diverse mix of
shoppers – many of whom have travelled long distances to shop.
Only with reliable traffic data can mall owners understand the impact these
economic and socio-political situations are having on their businesses. Action to
rebalance business when changes come, can be based on reliable insight, and
by sharing data with tenants, mall owners are able to provide a fully professional
service to retailers, who can in turn, plan around the data stories.

Image source: MGM Resorts International
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Middle East mall density is
high in some areas
Competition is heating up among malls in the developed parts
of the Middle East, and therefore they need to differentiate
themselves, say experts in the region.
Deputy CEO of ABC Group, Frank-Matthias Kuntermann, says: “The malls that will suffer the
most will be the ones with the blurry image – those that don’t have any USP or identity. If
a mall’s image is not clear, people will be less likely to visit.” The impact of a new anchor –
perhaps a Carrefour hypermarket or a flagship H&M can be measured using traffic data, to help
inform future leasing strategy.

Retailtainment taken to the
extreme
Middle East Mall customers seek experiences that go well
beyond traditional shopping, and they now expect innovative
attractions from the bigger players – for instance, the region’s
first indoor Angry Birds theme park at Doha Festival City.
As FUTR Group, (formerly Millennial 20/20) founding partner, Rupa Ganatra, recently told
Forbes: “We know that today’s customers are placing a lot more emphasis and importance on
experiences, and this doesn’t look like it will change anytime soon.”
Measuring and acting upon traffic data will help mall owners make the right decisions on what
kinds of retailtainment to invest in. Equally retailers in malls are often competing with the food
and beverage offers and entertainment features, so it’s helpful for landlords to be able to share
data on when people are coming to shop rather than dine or watch a movie, and to confirm how
their investments in these elements are driving up shopper traffic.

Long trading hours have
an impact on costs
Malls typically open at 10 am and stay open until midnight, or
even 2 am at certain times of the year.
Trading hours can be up to 16 hours so this poses big operational and cost challenges to mall
owners and retailers. Insights into traffic peaks and quieter hours can help retailers plan their
operations cost-effectively, making sure labour is optimised at the times that matter. It’s difficult
to understand the impact marketing is having when the trading day is so long. Traffic counting
and analytics can be used to measure and benchmark successes over time, so that malls can
learn exactly when campaigns are likely to drive up traffic, and how to capitalise on successes.

The Middle East’s retail
calendar – Ramadan is peak
The Middle East has a unique retail trading calendar, with the
biggest peak occurring during Ramadan. Ramadan starts and
ends at different dates of the year, so retailers need to adapt
for this peak, when shopping after sundown is very popular.
While in the west Q4 typically performs as the strongest quarter, it is the weakest in the Middle
East. With traffic data it’s possible to fully understand the trading year, measure the impact
of marketing programmes on key dates, and make impactful changes over time to ensure
conversions keep improving.
People counting technology can also help retailers in the Middle East pinpoint ‘power hours’
and maximise sales opportunities during the working week. Friday is the holy day in Islam,
and congregational prayers are held at noon. Therefore, the weekend in most Middle Eastern
countries falls on Friday and Saturday, although there are some exceptions. Peak time will vary
from one mall to another, depending on the local demographic, brand mix and entertainment
offer, but Friday afternoon is likely to be the busiest of the week.
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Flash sales are powerful
traffic-driving events
Hugely popular flash sales take place during the calendar
year and generate significant traffic uplift. Dubai hosts Dubai
Shopping Festival (normally December to January) and Dubai
Summer Surprises (normally June to August).
The latter aims to maintain sales level within the UAE while most of the population is on
holiday overseas. Dubai Shopping Festival is a citywide shopping extravaganza with most
brands participating.
Both these events usually offer a 12-hour flash sale that may spike traffic. Anecdotally, Dubai
Shopping Festival can drive shopper traffic up 80% YOY for certain malls. There was a 3 Day
Super Sale in Dubai in May 2018 (10th,11th,12th) across malls with 300 participating brands,
offering up to 90% off. Again, some of the busiest malls saw an uplift of 50% on 2017 traffic
figures for the period. Some retailers saw traffic spike up to 120% compared to the average
for that time of year.

Omnichannel is coming
so more data insight is
needed
Middle Eastern retailers were delayed in launching
fully into ecommerce due to a lack of reliable payment
processing and logistics services until recent years.
Today home delivery is incredibly cheap, so consumers opt for this rather than
collect in-store, meaning the click-and-collect phenomenon as seen in the UK, for
example, has not materialised here. Because malls form the bedrock of social lives,
the threat of online is not considered great today. “The region’s own populations
see shopping malls as both social spaces and entertainment function fulfilling a far
wider function than they would typically play in a Western economy. This makes
the region’s physical stores far more resilient in the face of the online challenge,”
says PwC’s report on Middle East retail.
However, smartphone usage is rising fast, and the young population of the region
is increasingly interested in digital interactions with brands and services. For the
younger generation, the growing influence of social media and peer-to-peer
reviews cannot be underestimated. The power of platforms such as Instagram
to propagate what popular celebrities are doing or wearing, and instigating
purchasing trends, has a real impact here.
Traffic data will be an essential part of the mall owners’ and retailers’ toolkits
to understand and plan for the inevitable progression towards omnichannel. By
knowing more about customer behaviour and tailoring their service to their specific
needs, local malls and stores can seize a vital competitive advantage over their
online peers. It’s interesting to note that shoppers in the Middle East value real
time personalised offers in-store even more than those elsewhere (34%, compared
to 25% globally), says PwC.
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Mall ownership in the Middle East
Malls in the Middle East range from smaller community shopping centres, to
city centre malls, to vast lifestyle centres that attract millions of visitors from
across the globe. Leading mall owners in the region include Majid Al Futtaim,
which owns Mall of the Emirates, and Emaar which owns Dubai Mall. Often
property conglomerates are also involved in retail distribution and franchising of
international brands in the region, meaning they have a dual role in anchor store
decisions and strategy around tenant mix.

Franchise model in the Middle East
Local franchisees including Majid Al Futtaim, Al Tayer and Landmark Group
have successfully brought international brands into the region. For example,
Alshaya franchises nearly 90 of the world’s best-known retail brands – including
Starbucks, H&M, Mothercare, Debenhams, The Cheesecake Factory, Victoria’s
Secret, Boots and KidZania.
French hypermarket brand Carrefour was launched in the region in 1995 by
Majid Al Futtaim, which has the license to operate Carrefour in 38 countries
across the Middle East, Africa, and Asia.
Dubai Based Chalhoub Group, specialises in luxury brands and has developed
partnerships with Dior, Sephora, Louis Vuitton, and many others. They’ve
invested heavily in employee training and laid the foundation of their own retail
concept stores such as Level Shoes. “While offering a vast network of stores
in prime location across the GCC to their partner, they succeeded in adapting
to the market changes and dynamics driven by oil prices and tourists,” says
Vincent Debre at ShopperTrak.

ShopperTrak expert Q&A
Vincent Debre, Customer Success
Manager, ShopperTrak Middle East
How do you view the Middle East retail market in 2018?
Retail in the Middle East has seen a boom and fast growth, but it’s very much still
an emerging market. There are fantastic opportunities here. People living in the
GCC countries such as UAE and Saudi Arabia have a real hunger for international
brands, and there is great excitement around the social engagement that shopping
malls can provide. Retail is becoming more professionally managed. Property
owners and retailers are embracing the notion of using KPIs to measure mall
or store performance to get the basics of operational efficiency right, and to
help them make strategic decisions about what generates traffic uplift and sales
conversions in stores, and what doesn’t. They are learning that it is not enough to
simply open the doors of a new store and expect people to come. You need data
insight as a means of improving your offer over time.
What’s the biggest threat to retail traffic in the Middle East?
In my view the volatility of tourism to the region is a threat. The market is fragile
because many of the GCC group are dependent on global oil prices and the
currency strength of visitor nations. If the dollar crashes the US tourists stop
coming. When Russia’s rouble suffered a 50 per cent decline in 2015, the pain was
felt by luxury retailers in Saudi Arabia, Dubai and Bahrain. For retailers with data
on traffic trends over time, there’s the option to activate different store strategies
as these fluctuations of visitor numbers occur, so that resources and inventory are
quickly re-aligned to reflect what’s happening on the shop floor.
What would help Middle Eastern retailers prepare for the future?
Forward-looking retailers set goals for continuous growth. This requires KPIs to
be in place, so that management and teams know how stores are performing and
where the pain points are. Retailers are all trying to improve the bottom line, and
that means it’s imperative to have traffic data in place so that stores know their
traffic performance and patterns, can plan for peak and can work at driving up
conversions and basket size.
How should retailers get started with traffic counting and analytics?
Counting footfall provides many insights and can help retailers work towards
improving the bottom line over time. They will know for sure which operational
changes or marketing initiatives are really working in their particular store. For
customers of ShopperTrak taking the first step with counting, we often help them
with a focus on peak trading. This is a great opportunity to introduce ways of
raising the conversion rate when traffic levels are high. A small conversion rate
improvement can result in double digit percentage sales increases.

Ground-breaking Middle
East malls
Middle Eastern malls attract the world’s attention for their size, glamour and ambition.
Innovative developers, landlords, retailers and architects now have the technology to benefit
from traffic analytics and rich data sets that helps them pinpoint consumer behaviour and
trends affecting mall performance. In the coming years, such insights will dictate investment in
new developments and refurbishments, and will inform property owners how best to structure
leasing to survive and flourish into the future.

Dubai Mall in downtown Dubai is the world’s largest
and most visited shopping mall, with a total internal
floor area of 5.9 million square feet. In 2017, more
than 80 million visitors shopped at the mall’s 1,200
plus retail stores. Flagship brands include Alexander
McQueen, Valentino, Gucci, Chanel and Ralph Lauren.
Dubai Mall is also home to one of the world’s largest
aquariums and aquatic zoos, Dubai Aquarium and
Underwater Zoo, which features a 270-degree walkthrough tunnel for a truly immersive experience of
the deep sea. It’s owned by Emaar Properties.

Image credit: Getty Images

Dubai Mall, UAE

The Avenues Mall opened in 2007 and is the largest
shopping mall in Kuwait and the second largest mall in
the Middle East. It boasts more than 800 stores, a Kidzania
edutainment centre, a Magic Planet indoor amusement
park, parking space for 10,000 cars, and attractive exteriors
surrounded by fountains. It’s Grand Avenue – a sweeping
shopping boulevard - was inspired by the Champs-Élysées
in Paris, and Rodeo Drive in Los Angeles. The fourth and
final phase of US$2 billion mall opened in April 2018. There
is an app for the mall, and a large Instagram following. The
development is owned by Boursa-Kuwait listed Mabanee Co.

Image credit: The Avenues

The Avenues, Kuwait

Majid Al Futtaim-owned Mall of the Emirates opened
in 2005 and is best described as a ‘shopping resort and
flagship luxury destination’. Visited by 42 million visitors
annually, it is home to more than 630 international
stores (including Harvey Nichols, a Carrefour, Louis
Vuitton, Chanel and the Prada) totalling 255,489 sqm of
retail space. It boasts over 100 restaurants and cafés
and unique family leisure offerings include the Middle
East’s first indoor ski resort, VOX Cinemas - the largest
cinema ever built in the Middle East with a 24-screen
entertainment complex, and the Dubai Community
Theatre and Arts Centre.

Knowledge is power when
scoping out the future of
Middle East malls
As an industry, retail in the Middle East is increasingly
data hungry.
Those operating in the sector know that to remain relevant and competitive, most modern mall portfolios require data insight to ensure leasing strategy and marketing is meeting
customer needs, and driving traffic. Younger letting agents and retail management teams
coming into the market are calling for accurate data to inform their decision-making. The
volatile nature of the market also means retail property professionals are reliant on traffic
insights that will alert them to major changes on the horizon.
Murray Wright, Regional Solutions Manager EMEA at ShopperTrak, says: “Mall owners are
increasingly interested in tracking year-on-year traffic performance, which can provide a
health check annually. Being able to show the ability to outperform a regional index can turn
a negative story positive for landlords, for example.”
Retailers and mall operators who choose to actively pursue competitive advantages with
innovative retail traffic counting and advanced retail analytics solutions stand to capitalise on
every consumer footstep, and keep pace with change.

Image credit: Mall of the Emirates

Mall of the Emirates, UAE
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Traffic analytics add value
to your leasing proposition
Supporting retail tenants
In the Middle East, traffic analytics has become an enabler for increasing profitability. This is
because data analytics can help enormously in the lease negotiation process.
“As most tenants are on a base rental plus share of turnover on an incremental
basis, retailers are required to provide sales data to mall owner; so it’s a case of
performance linked to rent paid above base rent. With traffic data it’s possible to
collaborate more closely to help retailers be more successful,” says Steve Richardson,
UK/UAE Regional & Global Strategic Accounts Director, ShopperTrak.
Leasing managers can also look across their portfolio of retailers to see who is and isn’t
performing. “This prompts them to ask how they can help the retailer get more people
into the shop,” says Richardson. “Maybe the product offering isn’t as attractive as
it used to be. It may be necessary to move the retailer to a more appropriate space.
Working together in this way is preferable to losing a tenant and having to deal with
empty units.”
There is also a drive to maximise the use of central open spaces in shopping centres to host
shows and pop-ups. It’s possible to measure the traffic these events generate, to estimate
ROI, and to benchmark the success of activities across a portfolio of properties.

“Property owners are collecting much more data
than they did in the past. They want solutions
that will help them select the right tenants, and
demonstrate to tenants what kinds of revenues
they can expect. These insights can also help them
structure and justify rental levels.”
Steve Richardson,
UK/UAE Regional & Global Strategic Accounts Director, ShopperTrak

How property owners should profitably adjust leasing models
to be in line with demand for facilities and ongoing traffic
predictions
Traffic measured flowing into and out of malls — perimeter counting — along with interior
analytics reveals powerful insights into the health and potential of the centre. Cameras
positioned at entrances, and at strategic points around the property, can capture essential
data. Current technology has overcome the need for ethernet cabling, too, by adopting WiFi enabled devices to send data. These cameras also protect identity by anonymising people.

How ShopperTrak gathers wireless information
Positioned to
maximize overlap

Devices are installed throughout the mall to ensure greater accuracy
It becomes clear when and where visitors are coming into the shopping centre, spending
time, their patterns of travel throughout the site, monthly, weekly and daily peaks, the
hotspots and the under-utilised zones of the mall. These insights enable mall operators to
refine their designs and space offerings to capitalise on these concentrations, and build on
opportunities.
Having a reputation as a mall operator that understands and acts upon traffic data insights
can lead to competitive advantage in a contracting and changing market. And it’s possible
to build traffic analytics reporting into the leasing model as an added value element of the
offer — something increasing numbers of retailers are coming to expect.
Using this combination of data allows mall operators to communicate differentiating
insights about their space to potential retail tenants, who may otherwise rely on anecdote,
intuition or secondary factors to decide whether to lease space. The upside is that
operators who use the data wisely can show a stronger value proposition to their prospects
than competing facilities. Additionally, as the data accumulates over time, they may partner
with their tenants on mall events to draw traffic based on historical trend data that reveals
which marketing programs perform best.
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Case Study: Adventure HQ
The value of highly accurate, real-time data reporting
Camping and outdoor equipment retailer Adventure HQ wanted to bring a new
level of data insight to the business, to strengthen its growth strategy and ensure
its uniqueness in the outdoor lifestyle market. Shibily Moidy, Adventure HQ’s COO
said: “We believe that data is knowledge, and that knowledge gives us power. As
such, we needed to find a trusted partner that could help us gain more insight into
shopper behaviour across our 100K sq ft of retail space.”

Data on tap
Adventure HQ needed a solution that could deliver user-friendly retail data in
a timely fashion. The ShopperTrak Analytics solution was a natural choice, as it
provided Adventure HQ with key performance indicators at both a macro and
micro level. Store managers could use real-time data to make effective decisions
on a daily basis, while senior level executives could look at operational trends in
granular detail.

Results and ongoing benefits
Almost immediately, Adventure HQ was able to map footfall against other key
business metrics – including conversion rates, average transaction values and
units per transaction – to analyse performance by time of day, day of the week
and week of the month. This revealed some vital insights. For example, although
the average conversion rate was 21%, at certain times this figure fell to 12-13%.
Adventure HQ was able to analyse traffic against metrics such as stock availability
and staffing levels, to apply lessons from peak sales times at other points during
the week.
Adventure HQ also noticed that conversion rates were lower at some of its stores,
which combines retail products with experiential activities. Applying learnings
from ShopperTrak’s data has increased average conversions by at least 4% which
has a massive impact on both the top line and bottom line. Adventure HQ found
having access to this data in real-time enabled store staff to react to any dips in
performance. “We can be very dynamic throughout the day and tweak our strategy
round what is actually happening,” Moidy commented.
The retailer has also changed its rota structure so that manpower is correlated
to footfall – including moving employees between stores, to optimise the staff to
customer ratio at all times.

ShopperTrak has installed traffic
counting technology in over 400
malls globally, and is recognised
throughout the world as a leading
specialist in traffic data analytics
and the power of shopper
behaviour insights.
What can ShopperTrak reporting reveal?
•

Total traffic in the mall

•

Entrance contributions

•

Power hours – understanding of traffic by the hour

•	Daily averages – compare by day, week, month and year
•

How many visits are new versus repeat

•	How often shoppers have returned in the last day, week,
month or year
•

Gross shopping hours – total traffic X dwell time
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Long and shorter-term
leasing models
Being able to show tenants steady traffic over time validates
the value proposition of a given leasing model whether it’s a
fixed rate, or mixture of fixed and percent of sales. This should
help centre operators maintain rent levels.
If retail tenants can see that a site has enough traffic to justify its investment in building a new
store, the retailer is more prone to choose the site, and commit to a longer lease. It may be that
malls opt for a mix of long lease tenants, alongside a short lease/pop-up selection. Again, traffic
insights can be at the heart of developing these more complex and flexible leasing models.

Building the perfect
layout and tenant mix
For shopping centres where there is no physical perimeter, an
interior traffic counting solution powered by Wi-Fi can provide
visiting frequency data with insights into dwell times and
correlations between zoned areas.
It’s possible to discover how people are moving between anchors and key areas, and marketing
initiatives at entrances can be tested and fine-tuned, depending on the findings.
For fully-contained, indoor malls, operators can accurately measure traffic flows and dwell
times across the estate, as direct entry and exit number can be tracked, combined with interior
analytics. In this instance, the data allows the retailer to assess the best available spaces for
their offerings against competing offerings, and for the mall owner to command premiums or
other concessions for the more desirable spaces.
Property owners urgently need to understand which tenant mix will work best, and by counting
and analysing traffic it’s possible to plan according to known shopper behaviour patterns, and
measure the impact of new tenants and wider mall innovations. If you add a new retail brand to
a mall and track the impact on traffic, you can decide which other properties the store would be
suitable for. Without traffic data it’s just guesswork.

Tenants want to see that
mall improvements are
getting results
When investments are made in a mall, and traffic or
average dwell time goes up, landlords have good news
stories to share with existing and potential tenants.
It might be that aesthetic changes are made, extensions added, or an exciting new food
hall launched. But these improvements will only provide an ROI if property owners can
demonstrate clearly to tenants an uplift in traffic that has been achieved. The data from traffic
analytics can demonstrate to a tenant why a particular leasing model applies, making clear
that a premium rate will deliver results in the form of higher footfall.
So, traffic data can directly justify investments in mall facilities. If improvements show value
to retailers, it is easier for them to accept the required expenses, because benefits are
measurable, and can be made visible.

Wi-Fi and video broaden
the possibilities of mall
traffic analytics
Technology is catching up with the needs of shopping centres
for collecting and analysing data.
Older systems entailed running ethernet cable throughout the facility, and this represented a
significant investment in hardware and labour before any ROI was recognised. Newer traffic
counting devices connect to the network over Wi-Fi, meaning they are easier to install and
maintain than older systems like beam break traffic, while providing higher quality data and
faster ROI. The newer technology also tracks MAC (media access control) addresses from
smart phones to more accurately identify unique persons entering and leaving the space,
while collecting purely anonymous data to do so.
Looking ahead, with additional data sets, AI and automation factored in, we know that much
can be achieved in retail business analytics — at speed and lower cost — as the benefits of
this new technology settle in to mall and shopping centre operations.
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Summary
Malls of the future will only
survive if leasing and marketing
strategies are aligned with the
reality of shopper behaviour.
•	Middle Eastern property owners are under
pressure to differentiate their malls and
shopping centres to maintain interest from
shoppers.
•	Traffic data is needed to confirm that these
efforts are returning results to attract new
tenants, and ensure tenants thrive. Having
the data provides a solid business case versus
anecdote, intuition, or eyeballing a shopping
centre on any given day.
•	Mall and shopping centre operators are able
to adjust leasing models and rates in line with
traffic predictions, improving profitability and
long-term sustainability.
•	Traffic counting technology available today
means analytical insight can inform a core
strategy of delivering great experiences for
shoppers, and best commercial outcomes for
retailers, landlords and developers.
Our learning is that if mall management teams
are empowered with traffic and behaviour insights
they can react to events that are impacting the
popularity and profitability of the venue. Crucially,
they can fully assist retailers who are on a tough
mission to attract and retain shoppers and
drive conversions in an ever-more competitive
marketplace.

ShopperTrak in the Middle East
With nearly two decades of experience in the Middle
East, ShopperTrak solutions and services aim to instil
confidence and organisation-wide buy-in for traffic data.
Our clients in the Middle East make use of an online
learning academy, dedicated engagement managers
and advanced retail consulting services – all combining
to empower a retail organisation with effortless access
to actionable data and a belief in their people counting
system and analytics suite.
With an established culture, retail and shopping centre
teams can reap the benefits of improved marketing
campaigns, a fluid tenant mix and ultimately higher
traffic and conversions. And from this position, prepare
to layer on other innovative technologies available in the
market today.
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Schedule a Demo
More than 2,100 retailers, malls and entertainment venues
around the world trust ShopperTrak to optimise the shopping
experience and improve profitability
With ShopperTrak’s retail analytics solution, you’ll be able to:
•	Understand your busiest hours based on traffic with 98% accuracy and assess shopper
movement patterns within a space.
•	Benchmark performance with YOY trend analysis and shopper visit data at the national,
regional and local level for multiple retail categories.
•	Increase mobile engagement and shopper loyalty to drive traffic, conversion and
transaction size.
•	Earn the highest return on investment with a dedicated results coach and proven change
management process.

Schedule a Demo

Retail Intelligence Series

Contact us today for a consultation
on how traffic data can improve
leasing models, and boost
profitability in your malls.
info.emea@shoppertrak.com
www.shoppertrak.com
@ShopperTrakEMEA
LinkedIn.com/company/ShopperTrak
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